International Space of Development

“NEW MEANINGS IN BUSINESS:
Rethinking the Paradigm of Creative Mind”
June 1– 3, 2018
LIZARI CAMPUS (Latvia)
Business – Science – Fashion – Design – Art – Psychology – Innovation - Education

TOPICS
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CRISIS IN CREATIVE MIND: interdisciplinary view of the issue.
PSYCHOLOGY OF IMAGES: how images structures people’s minds,
impact choices and relate to self-realisation.
ANTHROPOLOGY OF CREATIVE MIND: social criteria versus criteria of life.
SEMIOTICS OF CREATIVE MIND: signs and meanings as tools for ruling the social norms.
CREATION AS PROJECTION OF INNER STATE: what we create is what we are inside.
THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA AND ARTS: how art and media images structure minds and
impact creativity.

CONSCIOUSNESS AND SENSITYIVITY: how to make our creative minds flourish by developing our
consciousness and body awareness.
AUTHENTICITY AND INDIVIDUALITY: how fashion and design express true identity of the person.
THE HIGHEST MEANING OF AESTHETICS: development of personality through experience of
beauty and pleasure.
CHANGE OF PARADIGM OF CREATIVE MIND: from culture of consumerism and imposition
towards development of authenticity and self-realisation of the person.
NEW APPROACH TO CREATION: authentic work can only be created by authentic person.
AUTHENTIC WORK AND SEARCH FOR INSPIRATION: nature, highest art, images born in
spontaneous act of creation;
CASES OF NEW PARADIGM OF CREATIVE MIND:
– successful cases of applying criteria of life (organic architecture, aesthetic odontology,
designer works in clothing, jewellery, interior design and other).
– successful cases of using positive images (adaptation of sacred images, art improvisations,
symbols of nature, etc.)
– successful models of business concepts (viewing human as a whole, solving social
problems, connecting different areas of activities, etc.)
– successful examples of cooperation between creators.
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GOAL:

To create a live space for rethinking current paradigm and tools of CREATIVE MIND
in BUSINESS by:
interdisciplinary analysis and practical cases of CREATIVITY-DRIVEN businesses and
social activities: art, fashion, design and aesthetics of life in general;
deeper insights (anthropology, psychology, economics, semiotics) on the meaning,
role and formation of CREATIVE MIND including challenges of consumer economy
and insights for the future;
EXPERIENCING PERSONALLY changes needed to develop CREATIVE MIND on personal
and business levels;
PRACTICAL DEVELOPMENT of projects, tools and prototypes for application of new
understandings of CREATIVE MIND in personal and business areas.
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SPEAKERS AND PARTICIPANTS:

BUSINESSMEN
INTELLECTUALS AND SCIENTISTS
CREATORS AND BUSINESSES OF FASHION AND DESIGN
MARKETING SPECIALISTS
CREATORS OF AESTHETICS, ART REPRESENTATIVES

June 1, Friday
17.00 – 20.00 OPENING OF THE FORUM
Introductions of participants. Body practice with voice: polyphonic Lithuanian folk songs.
Psychological game “Two Sides of Life: Beauty and Ugliness”.
20.00 – 21.00 DINNER
21.00 – 23.00 REFLECTION ACTIVITY
Chrystal sounds. Nature. Ancient oaks. Sunset.

June 2, saturday
7.00 – 8.00 BODY PRACTICES IN NATURE (optional)
8.00 – 9.00 BREAKFAST
9.00 – 11.30 WHAT DO WE COMPREHEND? A WHOLESOME VIEW OF ECONOMICS
“System Approach: Human-Centered Economics is Needed where Creative Mind Serves
People”

ALFRED TOLLE (GERMANY)
Alfred is the Founder and Chairman of “Wisdom Together”, a non-profit association that connects leaders for transformation in Europe. His conferences are hold in Stockholm, Dublin, Oslo, Sarajevo exploring
mindfulness and building links between business and art, creative mind and intuition.

“How Trends are Born: Present Practices and Possibilities for the Future
(based on the analysis of fashion trends)”
RŪTA KAUPINYTE-GOTESMAN (LITHUANIA)
Rūta worked with famous fashion designers in Lithuania, creating new fashion brands and introducing
them in New York, Paris, England as well as initiating new fashion business activities in Lithuania. Currently
she teaches fashion at the University of Social Sciences “SMK” and develops new international activities
in the group of institute “HAI.LT” and beauty & aesthetics company “FEMINA BONA”.

“Civilization of Images is Already Present”
GINTARAS ŠEPUTIS (LITHUANIA)
Master of arts, communication expert. One of the pioneers of Lithuanian videoart. First lecturer and
founder of Media arts department of Vilnius Academy of Arts. Known as TV director of the best cultural
broadcast “Ženklai” (Signs) awarded by ministry of culture. Gintaras was a co-founder famous advertising
agency “VRS” in Lithuania, President of the Communication Agencies Association “KOMAA”. He is one of
the founders of “Image Research Institute”.

“System Manipulations: Hidden and Unconscious Influences. How to Be?”
VILIUS ADOMAITIS (LITHUANIA)
Founder of business for production of eco-food products “AM Vilteja”, physics, specialist of
ontopsychology, exploring formation and impact of images, business consultant and co-trainer at the
programs of conscious leadership.

“Digital Era and Culture of Consumption Created Challenges for Generations of the Future.
What Challenges Can Possible Be Solved by Creative Mind?”
RASA BALTĖ-BALČIŪNIENĖ (Lithuania)
Architect of the Forum, entrepreneur, authentication and development trainer, moderator of strategic
sessions for new meanings, facilitator of interdisciplinary educational projects and conferences,
provocator of mindset changes, visionist, founder and director of companies „Femina Bona“ (for 24
years) and „HAI.LT“ (for 12 years), co- founder of “Image Research Institute”. Currently Rasa encourages
leaders rethink impact of images in art, fashion, design, communication through variety of educational
initiatives: interdisciplinary dialogs, seminars and forums.

Group Reflections

11.30 – 12.00

COFFEE BREAK

12.00 – 14.30

DEEPER INSIGHTS: ANTROPOLOGY, SEMIOTICS AND PSYCHOLOGY OF AESTHETICS OF LIFE

“Semiotics of Fashion and Design: Symbols as Means of Managing Culture - Role of Fashion
in Western Civilisation”
ELENA MELNIKOVA-GRIGORYEVA (ESTONIA)
Elena is one of the most thought-cutting edge semiotics. She was a leacturer and senior scientific researcher at the Division of Semiotics of the Faculty of Philosophy and Semiotics of Tartu University. She
explores and teaches visual semiotics and semiotics of everyday behaviour.

“Images of Architecture as Means of Forming Consciousness. Modern and Organic
Architecture”
GLEB USAKVOSKY (UKRAINE)
Gleb is an architect of organic architecture, lecturer. He designs houses and interiors, including fashion
shops, based on the organic architecture which follows the interplay of three main factors: Human, Function, Environment.

“Research on Impact of Art Images to People. How Art will Be Developing in the Future?”
ELENA STRUKOVA (UKRAINE)
Elena is an entrepreneur, specialist and practitioner of ontopsychology. She recently performed a study
on how images of art impact people.

“External Expression is Manifestation of the Inner Essense of the Human.
Only Happy Person Can Create Authentic Things”
YUKO TOLLE (GERMANY-JAPAN)
For many years Yuko worked in the area of intercultural relations and art management. She felt she felt
humanity’s urgent need for true healing and spirituality. She is now spiritual coach and healer working
as alternative medical practitioner, she is a Certified Alternative Practitioner (Heilpraktiker) (Homepathy,
Alternative European Medicine). She also gives workshops on awareness and consciousness.

“Images of Fashion, Design and Creative Mind: Where are They Coming From?”
MARINA CHEKMARIOVA (Saint Petersburg)
Art Historian and Creator of Art Education projects at the at the State Hermitage Museum. Marina delivers seminars including art history from the perspective of human psychology to artists, businessmen and
educators.

14.30 – 16.00 LUNCH
16.00 – 18.00 WHAT ARE NEW POSSIBILITIES: understanding how images impact choices and
self-realisation of the human
“Interrelation of Psychology of Images, Life Style and Self-Realisation of the Human.
The Highest Meaning of Aesthetics”
RASA BALTĖ-BALČIŪNIENĖ (Lithuania)
Architect of the Forum, entrepreneur, authentication and development trainer, moderator of strategic
sessions for new meanings, facilitator of interdisciplinary educational projects and conferences, provocator of mindset changes, visionist, founder and director of companies „Femina Bona“ (for 24 years) and
„HAI.LT“ (for 12 years), co- founder of “Image Research Institute”. Currently Rasa encourages leaders
rethink impact of images in art, fashion, design, communication through variety of educational initiatives:
interdisciplinary dialogs, seminars and forums.

“Psychology of Beauty and Intuitive Aesthetics as Basis for Development of Creative Mind”
TATYANA KHARITONOVA (Saint Petersburg)
Leading Psychologist at the State Hermitage Museum, Historian of Art, Research Assistant at the Department of Social Research of Hermitage. Tatyana writes scientific articles on art psychology and art perception, delivers lectures and seminars on art psychology and creative mind to businesses, artists, beauty
specialists and educators.

Panel Discussion: “Authenticity and Individuality: How to Manifest a Full Identity of Personality?”
Participants of the discussion to be confirmed.

GROUP REFLECTIONS

18.00 – 18.30 COFFEE BREAK
18.30 – 20.30 MASTER CLASSES: DIFFERENT APPROACH TO CREATIVITY.
Topics to be confirmed.
20.30 – 22.00 DINNER
22.00 – 23.00 Constellation THEATER – Play “Open Space of New Possibilities”

June 3, sUnday
7.00 – 8.00

BODY PRACTICES IN NATURE

8.00 – 9.00

BREAKFAST

9.00 – 10.30 NEW SEEDS: Success Stories of Successful Innovative ACTIVITIES DEMONSTRATING
NEW PARADIGM OF CREATIVE MIND
“Dental Architecture: How Principles of Nature Helped to Create New Concept of Technology
Innovation?”
ROLANDAS ANDRIJAUSKAS (Lithuania)
The best dental technician in Lithuania of the year 2016, owner of the Educational Innovation Center
Laboratory, the modern day Michelangelo, Innovator, Researcher and Lector with more than 20 years of
experience. He is an author of the philosophy of the Organic Dental Architecture which is based on the
beauty principles drawn from nature. Based on this philosophy he brought a completely new approach
to dental techniques of a global significance.

“Organic Architecture of the Stores: Individualised Approach to Clients”
GLEB USAKVOSKY (Ukraine)
Gleb is an architect of organic architecture, lecturer. He designs houses and interiors, including fashion
shops, based on the organic architecture which follows the interplay of three main factors: Human, Function, Environment.

“New Business Models in Fashion: How Fashion Business Connects with the Humanistic Needs”
JAMES VEENHOFF (Netherlands)
James is founder of House of Denim, the Jean School and Denim City and a founding partner of Fronteer
Strategy, an Amsterdam-based consulting firm specialised in impact, growth strategies and co-creation.
He worked at the world famous jeans brands and created luxuary denim brand “Blue Blood” himself. In
2009 he was awarded the IJ-prijs for civic entrepreneurship by Mayor Cohen of Amsterdam. He is also
active in the worlds of fund-raising and advises many NGO’s and start-up brands.

10.30 – 11.00

COFFEE BREAK

11.00 – 12.30

NEW SEEDS: Success Stories of Successful Innovative ACTIVITIES DEMONSTRATING
NEW PARADIGM OF CREATIVE MIND (continued)

“Based on the Uniqueness of Beauty of the Past the Projects of the Future Emerge. What is the
Meaning of My Activities?”
MARINA KONDRASHOVA (Irkutsk)
Marina is a head of the Fund “Heritage of Patrons of Irkutsk” and the founder of open secular school
“École”. The school is a unique project of secular education for adults and kids. The school is based on
the thought that during ages educated people were role-models of style and that secular education is to
provide development of every human.

“How I Found What is MINE: Ups, Downs and Role of Creative Mind”
JULIJA JANUS (Lithuania)
To be confirmed.
Fashion designer who works in areas of clothing, furniture and interior design. Julija is a creator of one
of the most successful fashion brands in Lithuania “Julija Janus”. She is a founder, director and creative
director of the company which operates in Lithuania, Latvia, Ukraine, Great Britain, Germany, Russia, Kazakhstan. Julija Janus creatively connects aesthetics of gastronomy and clothing. Her creative aspiration
is to motivate people to overcome their stereotypes and identify true themselves.

“Interdisciplinary Approach: How to Connect Design and Psychology. Personal Experience”
ANNA MURAVINA (MOSCOW)
Interior designer creating interiors for houses, apartments, restaurants and shops in Russia and Europe. According to ranks of leading professional journals “AD” and “Elle”, her designs are among TOP-10 of interior
designs in Russia. Interior designs created by Anna we published in England in the collection of Andrew
Martin, formed from the best world interiors.

12.30 – 13.30 LUNCH
13.30 – 15.30 PRACTICAL WORK IN GROUPS:
– development of projects, tools and prototypes for application of new understandings
of CREATIVE MIND in personal and business areas.
– Master Classes
15.30 – 17.00 Presentations of projects and discussion. Closure.

PLACE:
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LIZARI CAMPUS
is a place that demonstrate the harmony of architecture and nature (Latvia).
The main idea of the center is to
provide contemporary person with
cosy and functional living space.
Everyone participating in different
events at the center reconnects
with humanistic culture and himself
personally.

Forum fee

Forum fee: € 300
Group tickets (3 or more people): € 200
For students & people under 27 years: € 100
Included: lunches and coffee breaks.
Forum language: English - Russian simultaneous translation.
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ACCOMODATION
AVAILABLE ROOMS

OFFER A:

OFFER B:

2 nights including:
2 breakfasts /
2 dinners

3 nights including:
3 breakfasts/
3 dinners

Single room at LIZARI – LIDO,
a new hotel

150 Eur

220 Eur

Single room at the older
LIZARI hotel

110 Eur

160 Eur

Double room at the older
LIZARI Hotel

90 Eur / person

120 Eur / person

Apartments
- single
- double

250 Eur
175 Eur / person

350 Eur
215 Eur / person

Leisure time activities for your convenience: relaxation zones, volleyball, tennis and football courts, bicycles, sauna, billiard room, etc.

Arrival information:

LizAri address:

Jelgava region,
Vircava district, Latvia
Distances:

organizer

- From Vilnius: 250 km, approx. 3 hrs 30 min
- From Riga international airport: 66 km, approx. 1 hr
For program full logistical service (from pick-up to return back to the airport)
please contact us.
Price of transfer Riga or Riga international airport – Lizari: 50 eu.

PARTNERS

Registration and information:

To register >>>
Registration is available until 15 May.
HAI.LT: registracija@hai.lt +370 683 28747

